Diversity of neuronal phenotypes expressed in monolayer cultures from immature rabbit retina.
We have used monolayer cultures prepared from early postnatal rabbit retinae (days 2-5) by the sandwich technique to study the capacity of immature neurons to express specific neuronal phenotypes in a homogeneous in vitro environment. Applying morphological, immunocytochemical, and autoradiographic criteria, we demonstrate that a variety of phenotypes could be distinguished after 7-14 days in vitro, and correlated with known retinal cell types. Bipolar cell-like neurons (approximately 4% of total cell number) were identified by cell type-specific monoclonal antibodies (115A10) and their characteristic bipolar morphology. Small subpopulations (about 1%) of GABA-immunoreactive neurons acquired elaborate morphologies strikingly similar to those of A- and B-type horizontal cells. Amongst putative amacrine cells several different subpopulations could be classified. GABA-immunoreactive amacrine-like neurons (6.5%), which also showed high affinity [3H]-GABA uptake, comprised cells of varying size and shape and could be subdivided into subpopulations with respect to their response to different glutamate receptor agonists (NMDA, kainic acid, quisqualic acid). In addition, a small percentage of [3H]-GABA accumulating cells with large dendritic fields showed tyrosine-hydroxylase immunoreactivity. Presumptive glycinergic amacrine cells (18.5%) were rather uniform in shape and had small dendritic fields. Release of [3H]-glycine from these neurons was evoked by kainic and quisqualic acid but not by NMDA. Small [3H]-glutamate accumulating neurons with few short processes were the most frequent cell type (73%). This cell type also exhibited opsin immunoreactivity and probably represented incompletely differentiated photoreceptor cells. Summing the numbers of characterized cells indicated that we were able to attribute a defined retinal phenotype to most, if not all of the cultured neurons. Thus, we have demonstrated that immature neuronal cells growing in monolayer cultures, in the absence of a structured environment, are capable of maintaining or producing specific morphological and functional properties corresponding to those expressed in vivo. These results stress the importance of intrinsic factors for the regulation of neuronal differentiation. On the other hand, morphological differentiation was far from perfect indicating the requirement for regulatory factors.